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FOREWORD

For some time now, it has been our vision to establish an in-house publishing entity at the College. Rough Diamond Press is the culmination of that vision; Damascus Moments is its inaugural publication. These titles reference the process of refinement and transformation intrinsic to acts of reading and writing, and St Paul’s epiphany on the road to Damascus.

St Paul was a prolific writer. The revolutionary zeal required to unify the early Church is reflected in his words and his deeds. Paul’s letters, composed directly or indirectly by him, collectively comprise the largest section of the New Testament.

Damascus Moments is an anthology of inspiring work by inspired students. Through this collection, we celebrate the quiet – and not so quiet – realisations experienced by our boys, crystallised in language. The works that follow are a product of great teaching acting on the raw material of personal experience.

In an age dominated by technology, the will to communicate with each other remains crucial. Great literature and journalism retain a treasured status in our human experience: they are the first drafts of history and important chronicles of private and public experience. The digital word has replaced the printed word across many mediums, but the reflective, communicative and cultural forces of language – its capacity to evoke and provoke – are not diminished.

The first compositions to appear in this inaugural edition of Damascus Moments are memoirs composed by Year 10 students of 2015. They were generated through a thematic study entitled ‘Overcoming Adversity’, anchored in a class analysis of The Happiest Refugee by Anh Do. Like Do’s work, the pieces represented here reveal a profound spiritual connectedness to otherwise commonplace experiences of life.

The power of memoir lies in its retrospection. What I find most moving and arresting about the students’ pieces is the subtle weaving of enduring values and beliefs through otherwise ordinary encounters with family, friends, neighbours and mates – the indelible imprint of experience on the mind and soul of a boy. And their works remind us that profound moments are not always played out in grandiose settings: suburban streets, familiar beaches, country properties, lost homelands are the landscapes of their personal narratives.

We hope you enjoy the boys’ contributions, and we hope you revisit Damascus Moments again and again across time. Our vision is to establish it as a permanent publication on our College website, with possibilities beyond, to preserve and publish our students’ writing into the future.

Your ongoing interest in our boys’ compositions will provide significant empowerment and inspiration for them as developing writers daring to experiment, and honing their skills for authentic audiences.

Mrs Jennifer Simonetta

2016
At Canal Road, Greystanes there is a certain something that makes you know you’re home. The place preserves that uniquely Australian culture of outdoor play with neighbourhood friends until the dark and the night-time curfew fall upon us. On Christmas Eve, wives gather on the street serving platters of exotic cheese and sipping wine, gossiping about this person and that. Husbands gather around a barbeque flipping snags, tongs in one hand and stubby in the other. Kids play footy and cricket on the road, one eye out for approaching cars.

But there is one evening I will never forget…

My Aunty Anna was visiting for a week. She is that cool kind of Auntie who lets you stay up late and eat junk food without grouching on you for it. So one night we decided to sleep out in the garage. By 2am she was sound asleep and I was still wide awake, hiding beneath the covers from monsters lurking in the dark. Aunty Anna had supplied a whole armory of Nerf guns so we could combat the aliens with a barrage of soft foam bullets.

It was usually cold in the garage and I was always too scared to leave my safe outpost of warm blankets to secure the military compound of my childhood imagination. But on this particular night
the garage seemed to warm up and the pungent smell of burning wood seeped in. Light black soot morphed into a thick dense smoke.

Whoosh! The tin garage door sprang up and there stood a figure screaming at the top of its lungs. I emerged from beneath the covers and readied myself for enemy engagement with my trusty artillery.

Bang! I fired three shots, hitting the invading alien between its eyes.

At this point my Auntie bounced up from beneath her sheets, Rambo-style, with a Nerf weapon in each hand, poised for combat. It was my mother who stood at the garage door looking at us like we were complete idiots. Then the urgency of the moment kicked back in. “Both of you, get out! Matchy’s house is on fire!” Dazed and confused, through a small hole in the garage roof I saw the orange glare emerging from my neighbour’s home, and I ran to the front yard.

Ten minutes seemed like hours before the firies arrived. Their screaming sirens competed with a thunderous explosion. It was the gas tank of one of Matchy’s motorbikes. Little by little the blaze consumed the house – and the eight Harley Davidsons he parked in his garage. The truck’s lights flickered on the lawn while five firefighters stood their ground against the inferno. Matchy cowered on the grass watching his life go up in flames. He wept like a lost child in a supermarket, and the tears made a waterfall of his signature biker beard. The strongest, wisest and bravest man I knew was crying.

But no one was brave enough to approach Matchy, even in his sorrow. His big, beefy, bikie image, replete with full beard, long hair, tattoos and resounding laugh, concealed a brilliant mind that harnessed a love of Australian history and classical music: he taught me that Beat Heaven was really Beethoven. He played guitar and piano with a missing finger! He was editor of Live to Ride and wrote his own column called ‘Mathchy’s Tech Tips’.

He watched the flames devour his personal museum of Live to Ride back copies, and the 1970s photographs of his mates riding through Centennial Park in their life’s prime.

I walked onto his lawn, dismissive of the inferno that blazed before us. I sat right next to Matchy and put my arm around him. “Everything will be fine,” I said to him. “This is life and life is a mongrel sometimes. It’ll do this to you. But stay strong, Matchy. I know you’ll be okay.”

To this day, that’s the most inspiring thing I’ve ever said to anyone.

I was just 10.

Ω
RITE OF PASSAGE

Ben Cerniauskas

It’s been a family tradition for many years now that we go up to Shoal Bay during the Easter break. Some of the best days of my childhood were created on those wonderful white beaches, and I always feel a great sense of nostalgia every time I return. Despite this, there is one experience that remains a frightful memory.

My favourite part about the beach we went to was its complete seclusion. It was only accessible from a thin path that cut through bushland. I ran along the path as fast as I could while my father and uncles trailed behind. I wasn’t waiting for them! They were so slow. I could run circles around them as they dragged their enormous surfboards along the path. I felt like an agile rodent showing off my mobility to four dawdling elephants.

So I left them to choke on my dust trail and made my way hurriedly towards the infinitely long beach. Regardless of my supersonic speed, it seemed to take a lifetime to get to the water. But once there, I didn’t hesitate. I jumped into the waves and kicked amongst the foam. And I was splashing around for quite a while before the elephants began to appear at the end of the path, still taking their time, still dwelling amongst the distant mirages.

It was some time before I realised that the sea was carrying me out...too far.

I turned towards the beach and began to paddle. Placidly, at first, but it wasn’t enough. I accelerated one notch, just a little extra effort, but still it wasn’t enough to combat the current’s momentum.

To this day I’m still amazed at how quickly blissful delight can turn to utter terror.

I activated full power in my thrusters, but it was futile. I flailed helplessly in the water, becoming more exhausted with each movement. The force of the water continued to drag me mercilessly away from my father.

Finally, he realised what was happening. He waded into the waves, and pulled me up and out. As I sat on the beach and recovered, the knowledge I had needed five minutes prior came to me. It had been a rip, of course, and the worst thing I could have done was to panic. In that moment I understood what it meant to be scared – and what fear can do to you.

Ω
Knock! Knock. Knock! Thinking of no reason why the knocks could be for me, I quickly dismissed them and continued with my work. There were a lot of things on my mind in that moment and I didn’t really care why the Year 8 office monitor was at the classroom door. As the teacher read my name I could hear the clock ticking like a time bomb.

I found my dad awaiting me at the office. He smiled through his tears and we walked to the car together knowing, without speaking, the situation that had brought him to school to collect me.

It’s a short trip to the hospital but it seemed to take forever. We walked past the room where we’d said our last goodbyes to Nannu the day before. He still lay there, but this time in a lifeless state. There was no breath, no voice, only the chatter of our closest family members telling stories of Nannu’s life, their laughter hiding the pain and loss. And, of course, the tears of my Nanna in the foreground.

I had said my goodbyes to Nannu the day before. In that room. With all my cousins present. Mum had taken me home soon after that but the insistence of death made me feel weird and uneasy. It drew me back to him, like I had forgotten something there.

In the end, it’s the simple things you remember: he lived around the corner with my Nanna so I often dropped in for a drink. But I feel him at those big moments of my life, too.

My Nannu left me with three significant mantras: Don’t fight with your parents. You have to start somewhere in a job. And on his deathbed he said to me You are the sunshine of my life, mate.

Nannu is the Maltese word for grandfather. But it came to represent more than that in my life. He was my role model, my friend and a great person to have around.

Goodness is often born of suffering. My great grandmother was duped into believing the school she sent my Nannu to was a good school. So he endured the torture and abuse that sometimes characterised a boarding school education back then, and he rarely saw his family.

So when I think of him, I think of how there are moments where he is still shaping my life. Like the time I was chosen to play representative soccer for Parramatta, a distinctively Maltese club. My first experience of signing a contract was a big moment. He was there in spirit. He was a religious person from a religious family, and his passing taught me to focus on the things that matter above and beyond a football career with Manchester.

His suffering taught me balance and perspective.
年轻女孩漫步在苏瓦的破旧而迷人的街头。她只有19岁。她穿了一件普通的白裙，但看起来就像斐济版的玛丽莲梦露……美极了！她看到了自己民族的贫困，他们在苏瓦的破败后街努力生活。她比大多数人更努力地寻求同族的善良——1950年代动荡时期的政治理难者。她知道他们不是无赖。他们是无家可归的人。

她叫普拉巴·瓦蒂。她注定成为我祖母。

普拉巴继续沿着街道走，停下来加入一位正在用她的母语印地语唱传统印度圣歌的女士。普拉巴加入她的歌声，不一会儿，一个年轻人被这音乐所吸引。在这个合唱的时刻，约翰·基森对普拉巴·瓦蒂产生了爱意，并与她进入了一段将伴随他们一生的婚姻。

我的祖母来自一个有十二个孩子的家庭，而我的祖父来自一个有九个孩子家庭。约翰和普拉巴育有五个孩子。其中一个孩子，罗塞琳，成为我的母亲。

她嫁给了库沙勒·普拉沙德，并生下了两个孩子，杰森（我）和我的弟弟哈米什。

我回忆起那些日子，当我的爸爸在早上七点钟醒来，开车带我和我的弟弟去阿吉和阿甲的房子，那时的早晨非常寒冷，感觉就像南极洲。

阿吉和阿甲是印地语中祖父母的称呼。

“你怎么好，阿吉阿甲？”她会说。然后，“给一个吻，给一个吻。”

在这些亲昵的时刻，会飘来她为我们准备的饭菜的香气：培根、鸡蛋、薄煎饼、香蕉面包。她的食物是建立家庭纽带的催化剂，她总是先喂别人，然后再喂自己。

在一天结束时，她会在我们的口袋里塞一张五十美元的钞票，然后向我们告别。毫无疑问，她多么爱我们。

2004年12月，轮到我来悼念…为她。约翰·‘阿甲’·基森在69岁时去世。我直到看到阿吉的面容时才真正知道什么是悲伤。她哭泣的方式是我从未见过的，每一滴眼泪都是一次他们生活在一起的时刻的净化。

我知道她的力量，因为在她的孤独中，她成为我的磐石：我第一个向她寻求慰藉的那个人，她给了我智慧和建议。

现在，我的阿吉背负着一个世界，它在清醒和失智之间徘徊。她的记忆几年前就开始衰退，现在她已经完全忘记了我是谁，所以我在记忆中寻找来补偿她的失忆。

我从她的看护人那里听说，她经常期待我哥哥和我在早上出现。
THE BOREE TRACK
Ziggy Kowalski

New experiences always seem to bring out the best in me. I like to think I’m open-minded and up for something new. Spontaneity! I came to realise this one crisp summer’s dawn when we all piled into our family’s old Mazda. It was one of those mornings where the crunch of the overnight frost can be heard under your sneakers, yet the air is strangely warm for the hour. Back then I wasn’t the coffee addict I am now, so it did take me a while to come to my senses. After the McDonald’s pit stop, I didn’t feel half bad.

After a tediously rumbling drive through the Boree Track several hours later, we had finally made it. My aunt, uncle and cousin came running out of their half-built house to greet us, as relatives do. After exchanging my hellos, an uneasy sickness erupted from my insides from the smell of the angle grinder. I had surely left the city behind. My Uncle Ben was using the monstrous device to serrate the edges of the roof to make a chimney.

I told the others I was going to gather some firewood for the bonfire tonight, and I commenced trudging through the paddock and across the infamous gravel track. Surprisingly, it was quite therapeutic to gather firewood. I had even organised the various sizes of wood into separate piles along the edge of Boree Creek. All of a sudden, nature’s calling had come. I noticed an eerie wooden dunny tucked away behind a small gumtree. The door creaked open, and I hastily brushed the thick cobwebs away with some toilet paper.

“No time like the present,” I thought to myself optimistically. I sat down and awaited relief, as one does. Moments later I noticed a gap between two ill-fitted floorboards below. An insidious creak pierced through me. The next thing I knew the entire toilet had fallen brutally through the floorboards. The sharp remainders of splintering wood on either side had clawed out strings of skin as I descended, much like a kindergarten student tears up a Mr Stringy mozzarella stick at recess. I managed miraculously to keep myself balanced amidst my own uncontrollable laughter at how pathetic I must look. And amidst the pain of ripped skin I managed to hoist myself up, feebly walking on eggshells to try and avoid another weak spot in the floor.

Pumped with adrenaline, I dived into the creek as freely as I had slipped through the cracks in the dunny floor. I vigorously washed my whole body, planning not to tell anyone about what had just happened. I took a look at the menacing wounds under my arms, grateful to be alive enough to rinse one last time. I even thought about using some of the broken pieces of wood for the bonfire, but there was no way I was returning to risk a second humiliation. I pulled the dunny door shut and plodded back to the house using the distant illuminous sparks from my uncle’s angle grinder to guide my way.

***

Awakening from a deep sleep is something that I have always enjoyed. Those first few seconds of waking up in an unfamiliar setting are often
the seconds when you feel most alive. The smell of fresh porridge and the sound of black cockatoos echoing across the valley are mystical and magical.

It was still very early in the morning, judging by the citrus-orange sunrise. There was a crooked and dusty analogue clock hanging on the wall, but one thing I had blatantly managed to miss in my first four years of schooling was how to tell analogue time. I was too embarrassed to ask anyone, even my parents, so I hazarded a guess of 6:00am.

After wolfing down my breakfast, Kurt, my brother, Seamus and I rode our bikes down to the dam. The flying fox had about a thousand fire ants staggering limply across its ropes. Some fell into the dam, making small ‘plop’ sounds as they did. Seamus fearlessly grabbed the rope and shook it about, causing the ants to enter fury mode. Kurt and I exchanged fearful glances, then shrugged it off and decided to have a go.

I was the first to run off the edge, holding onto the confused handle. When I came to an abrupt stop, I resisted the urgings of my brother and cousin to let go. The water was absolutely freezing when I eventually made contact, and I could almost feel the rumoured yabbies nibbling at my toes. After a few more rounds of the flying fox, Kurt spotted a white styrofoam board that looked big enough for three people. The next thing we knew, we were yelling back-forth, back-forth as we leaned backwards and forwards to our own rhythm and fell overboard. As simple as it was, it was great fun and we were laughing our behinds off. It’s the kind of fun that Wet ‘n’ Wild and Jamberoo just can’t give you.

***

Seamus opened the fridge door around lunchtime and immediately lit up at the sight of raw meat. See, this was the thing about Seamus, he always saw a world of opportunity in the most insignificant things. This is why he’s a great cousin to have around.

Pretty soon we were down at the dam again, using fishing line to hook raw steak and hurling it in for yabbying.

“It’s all in the technique,” said Seamus, as he adeptly pulled the fishing line in, finger by finger. A dark shadow could soon be seen under the surface of the murky water. It was a bloody whopper!

“Someone get the bloody bucket, goddamit!” yelled Kurt. I ran back to the house and grabbed two buckets, thankful that I saw them straight away without having to ask my Uncle Ben. I ran back to the dam where Kurt had the yabby confined between four large rocks. I then used two sticks, much like chopsticks, to get the yabby into a bucket, and used the other bucket to get some dam water for the yabby.

By sundown, we had come home with an entire bucket of yabbies of all shapes and sizes (as well as cancerous sunburns all over our bodies). The adults took it better than I thought. They decided that we would use the big yabbies in the seafood curry that night.
As for the little yabs, Seamus and Kurt went back to release them. I was kind of glad they didn’t see the fate of the bigger yabbies. As carnivorous as my family is, it isn’t easy for anyone – especially my dad – to see yabbies boiled alive in a steaming pot.

That night was memorable. The stars were extraordinary, and enjoying an abundant seafood feast around an open fire with great company is something pretty special. I was completely exhausted, but it was definitely worth it.

I was unsure of what tomorrow would bring, but I knew it was going to be something amazing.

Ω

(A CRICKET MOMENT)

Nitin Moopnar

A wicket falls, and I stumble around to gather my gear and take my place on the field. It is a chilling and uneasy situation when I walk on. There is no clear sense of what’s happening or who my batting partner is.

Following a brief conversation with him, I take my place at the striker’s end, preparing for my first ball ever. I’m not destined for a miracle debut. That will have to wait for another time.

I take my stance and prepare nervously for the bowler. Tap! Tap! Tap! The bowler steams in and delivers one around my pads. Inexperience is the impetus for the wild swing that follows but I somehow cream it towards the mid-wicket boundary.

All of a sudden I hear a chorus of voices shouting. “Run! Run! Go, Nitin! Run!”

I start running, all the time keeping my eye on the ball. Unfortunately, it halts just before the boundary line. At the other end of the pitch I find myself standing side-by-side my batting partner. I am so confused and then he tells me to run back. I immediately sprint back but I’m bowled out. OUT! I am gone first ball! Out by a golden duck on debut! I’m shattered.
The following week I’m told we’re on top of the game. (I’m a mid-season newcomer.) I nod obliviously. I go out the second time a wiser, more seasoned man. I hit a whopping fifty-three runs not out. This illustrious moment boldly foretells my future in the sport. I go on to win four consecutive premierships with the Parramatta ‘rep’ team. Now I play green shield cricket for Blacktown.

Life doesn’t always fall into place that way. So I’m feeling very grateful.

Ω

LEBANON
Peter Geagea

There are many beautiful places in the world, but Lebanon’s scenery is special. The combination of elegance and simplicity makes it unique.

I experienced this firsthand just after I turned 10 years of age. In the village where I stayed there is a mountain range named the Arz. It is home to thousands of cedar trees, some of which are centuries old. In winter these magnificent mountains become a ski resort. Skiing every day for a month is the best part of the holiday for me. It becomes an addiction.

I slide off the teleski atop the shortest of the three slopes. I quickly become an expert and enjoy the skiing immensely. I tuck my ski poles under my armpits. I am a rocket about to launch with unparalleled speed. Off I go down the slope as straight as a bowling ball. No curves, no turning, no braking. The wind blows in my face, a blast of freshness. My skis cut through the snow like a razor. I am completely free.

Brimming with confidence, I dare to venture to the steepest, most difficult slopes. The only way to the top is via the agonisingly slow electric chairs. They move about 10 metres a minute at one of
the highest altitudes in Lebanon, fingers numb, face frozen, ears frostbitten.

My body is engulfed by howling winds, but the top of the mountain is in sight. I am a shivering mess as I reach the top, hobbling like a penguin in search of a place to attach skis to boots.

I sit at the top of my white world and absorb the beautiful view. I can see half of Lebanon from up here. The place is serene, tranquil and majestic all at once. I am mesmerised. Up here, the world looks so vast. My perspective is powerfully adjusted by nature. I am minuscule in this broad landscape and so are my problems. I will shun the trivialities of my life in place of a more impressive, more amazing vista.

Nature is our greatest teacher.

Ω
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CONCRETE DRIVEWAYS AND HOLDEN PLATES

Damien Gordon

Motor Neuron Disease can change a family’s life in an instant. It has no cure so it steals life away unforgivingly.

My grandfather, Sam was diagnosed with the disease. It didn’t kill his spirit for life, though. His hardworking attitude became focused on the concrete driveway he had never managed to lay.

When our whole family pitched in to make it happen, you bet Pop was excited. The job was completed in a week, and Pop had never been so proud of my dad, Steve and my uncles, Glen and Brian.

A year later, around the time Pop had completely lost his ability to walk, we heard about the MND charity walk near Silverwater. The journey across the 5km track, pushing Pop in his wheelchair, gave our family time to catch up and socialise. In 2014, $40 000 was raised to research the disease, and the figure keeps rising.

Pop was eventually put into a nursing home because caring for him became too difficult for us. He couldn’t walk, talk or move his arms. He was spoon fed by Nan and taken care of by staff. He could
still manage a laugh, though, and we all learned to love Slim Dusty because his music made Pop smile.

My Pop’s journey toward death ended in 2015. Death freed him from the restrictions of his ailing body and the uneasy anticipation of his final moments on earth. He passed away on June 2 of that year. His beloved Holden ute carried the number plates DTC 216. For us, those plates came to register a significant portent – Date to Cry 2/6.

Ω

IRAQ

Haider Zawaidi

In the heart of Iraq is a region known for its beautiful beaches, exquisite foods and luxurious hotels. But the people are terrorised by a cruel tyrant called Sadam Hussein. He brings destruction on all those who live in the region, millions fleeing for their lives to distant lands for the chance of a better life.

One of those families was mine.

My parents had no time to celebrate my birth; they were busy planning an escape across vast oceans.

***

In the midst of political strife, rumours abound that money can buy freedom. Passages on small boats take families across the sea to bigger, more luxurious ships. So Dad parts with his cash and buys hope.

It is 4am when my family readies themselves for the journey. I am only 6 months old, still an infant, and my family travels for days, my mother scared, my sister screaming, me crying with hunger and
my father planning and hoping. He realises he’s been tricked and there will be no ‘big luxurious boat’ meeting us.

As the scorching sun beats down upon us, something underneath our boat keeps rocking us back and forth, back and forth. It is a great white shark, enormous in proportion to our flimsy vessel. The boat next to us vanishes beneath in an instant, leaving a flotsam of clothing and jewellery floating aimlessly on a blood-stained surface. The shark stalks us for a while longer before retreating. My mother’s prayers of thanksgiving can be heard across the skies.

Later, on our journey a hole in our boat shoots water upwards with the force of a fire hydrant. The biggest three men on the vessel cup their hands desperately over and over, scooping the water out as we tilt dangerously to one side. In the distance, a massive boat speeds toward us, slicing the water in half. Our rescuers swim across to board our vessel and as my mother climbs aboard the ship, I almost fall from her hands. What a feeling that must have been for her!

Ω

DISPLACEMENT
Anonymous

Greystanes was an unknown frontier to us. It existed on the outer fringes of everything we had known to that point in our lives.

We came, originally, from a place considerably different called Connells Point. Our family home had overlooked the water. But when my little sister was barely two, we found ourselves down one parent, down on money, down on hope.

My mother gathered what she managed to salvage financially from her broken marriage and bought a three-bedroom pink fibro ‘shack’ with stained, mouldy carpets. She promised herself she would do everything in her power to give back to her children what had been taken away from them.

Years of tireless saving, a hand-me-down culture for myself and my two brothers, and op-shop couture ensured our survival. We didn’t know of evenings spent in restaurants, or the latest toys or
gaming consoles. It helped, though, that Mum could make anything taste gourmet.

I know those days of hardship built my resilience and my humility.

A few years later our lives were back on track. Not perfect, but better than they’d been in a very long time.

So it’s with clarity that I recall the day my eldest brother, Anthony came home from school complaining of a sharp pain in his neck. Over the next few days a purplish bruise appeared that swelled to the size of a golf ball.

The anxious two-week wait following a series of blood tests brought no comfort. The tremor in the doctor’s voice was the prologue to a turn of events that again tested my mother’s resilience and our bonds as a single-parent family.

Our doctor was not her usual cheery self that morning. Her eyes were pink and vaguely bloodshot. Anthony was not yet in high school and through a veil of tears she relayed the news that he had contracted Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. Cancer.

My mother later told me that she and our doctor had sat in the room crying together for a long time while Anthony and I read old magazines in the waiting room, completely oblivious to the threat of his life being taken away.

My father re-entered our lives around this time to participate in his right to discuss his son’s destiny. How to communicate the news to us was high on the agenda of discussions, along with treatment plans. The discussions developed into intense arguments between my father and the nurse until my mother exploded. She yelled so loudly that they all stopped mid-sentence as if their breaths had been taken away from them. “I’m his mother, and if anyone is going to tell him it will be me, and only me. He will not learn that he might die from you.”

Many years have passed since those times. My brother is still with us and we will always be in debt to my mother for teaching us resilience in times of adversity.
Jindabyne is Australia’s answer to the Swiss Alps. Most winters, my family and I travel there and stay for about a week, skiing and throwing snow at each other’s heads until our fingers feel they could snap in half like biscuits.

The drive there is the most boring journey, a little like listening to a lecture from the economics teacher in *Ferris Bueller’s Day Off*. The best thing about Jindabyne is the cooling, fresh and invigorating air. It channels through your nostrils, clearing the blockages and chilling your lungs. Flying down the blanketed hills at top-notch speed is invigorating too. Now, I’m no professional skier, but when you see me flying down those slopes you’d better move because I’m unstoppable – literally.

Some holidays are more memorable than others. I climbed the icy surface on what they call j-hooks. These result, invariably, in a massive wedgie that you can’t release without removing several layers.

On this specific day, the great Raymond Matar took the challenge of going solo – no help, no assistance, all by himself. He climbed what was a massive mountain, looking like he was getting reeled in like a fat fish on a line. As soon as he reached the top it was go time.

A treacherous experience awaited him as he nerv ed himself. Onlookers gazed at a maniac in the making. He checked himself out like one of those Scandinavian professionals, ensuring his equipment was at the ready.

For the next stage of my experience I will step back into myself. I fly down the hill dodging the odd tree that tries to clothesline me with its lanky arms. As soon as I reach my destination I deploy the pizza breaks. You’d think they’d work, wouldn’t you? But I can’t seem to stop and next I’m shouting *MOVE, MOVE you idiot* to my cousin whom I’ve just spotted on the way down. We clatter into each other, or rather me into him. Skis fly off our feet like darts, each one a weapon to innocent bystanders. It is a disastrous crash but a few bruises are all that’s left, along with the pain and humiliation of the crash.

We argue forever over whose fault it was and Mum gets the whole thing on video. No need to outsource our entertainment that evening. I am an instant movie star and everyone spends the night laughing at the collision. I protest loudly the suggestion that we send the footage to *Australia’s Funniest Home Video*. 

Ω
My great-grandfather passed away in 2012 at the tender age of 91. My fondest memories of Ghidee Jim (Ghidee is Arabic for grandfather) are of Christmas Days at the homes of our relatives. No matter where you were, he made you feel welcome. His generosity was overwhelming.

So you can imagine my bewilderment when I learned of his death. James ‘Jimmy’ Saad was the most buoyant, lively and spirited man of anyone I’ve known either side of 91.

When Christmas Day, 2012 came around, I envisaged a cry-a-thon, a day of mourning rather than commemoration. But it was neither. My family walked into my grandparents’ home that day and everyone seemed...well...focused, and yet distracted at the same time. It appeared that the collective incentive was to move forward with our thoughts, knowing that the thought of him would produce calamity. Everyone seemed less jubilant that day, more rigid and determined to force a smile and endure the day to its completion.

I thought about my aunties and uncles, their first-ever Christmas without their grandfather. I wondered how I would cope in their situation. A day marked as an occasion of celebration, joy and companionship had been cruelly sedated.

It wasn’t until Father’s Day two years later that I was reminded of those feelings. My grandfather uttered the simplest of sentiments, which reflected for me the beauty and closeness of our family. I’m not even sure why, in reminiscence, the utterance prompted the perplexity of that day. It just did. Just before we were about to enjoy an elegant Father’s Day feast, my grandfather tapped his glass, beckoning our attention. He stood up and calmly raised his drink to the heavens saying, “To all fathers, past, present and future”.

A clinking of glass and that was that: a memory reignited through the power of words. From that day forward, my grandfather’s simple sentiment would ensure I never forgot the wisdom instilled in me by my great-grandfather, and the memory I carry of him every day.
FAREWELL TO IRAQ
Azal Rufaeel

The Iraq I remember was just like any other country. I attended a preschool there and every day a driver would come and pick up about seven children, including me, and take us to school. The wearing of seatbelts was not enforced, so you could cram as many people as you could into a car.

Preschool was all you’d expect. We’d pray, eat, drink, laugh, sleep and learn. Our teachers were nuns, so we would pray before we ate, after we ate, before we started the day and before we left to go home. It was a fun time and a good prelude to Years 1 and 2.

Primary school was hard and sometimes brutal, with physical punishments for incomplete homework or refusal to follow directions. We would line up every morning in the yard, have our right hand to our heart and sing the Iraqi national anthem as they raised the flag. Then our school captain would shoot three bullets towards the sky from a real rifle. I still remember how loud each shot was: BANG. BANG. BANG. …And then dead silence. Then every class would march like soldiers to their respective rooms.

During Religion, I and six other boys would be granted a free period. There were no Catholic schools and spiritual instruction centred on Islam, so we got to play soccer in the main yard. As none of us owned a soccer ball we’d fill an empty bottle with rocks and start the game. How dirty and ripped our shoes would look by the end, like we’d just returned from an arduous journey across desert sands.

We lived in the town of Mosul where I was born, in a double-storey house with my uncle and his family. My dad would go off to work in a place called Zakho. Zakho was over an hour’s drive from where we lived, so Dad would leave for work on the Monday and return on Friday, at the end of the working week. He had his own office fitted out with a bed, fridge, toilet and everything he needed to survive the week. Dad kept his driving to a minimum because of his poor eyesight. He was injured on a building site in his youth and the infection that followed caused enormous damage. The operation that followed kind of put an end to his driving career.

In 2007 Dad bought a house for us in Zakho where he worked so it was easier for us to see him. So we left our house to my uncle and began a new life. Later in 2007 our lives changed forever. I can recall the news report as I shared lunch with my mother, my sister and my cousins: Father Ragheed Ganni, along with three other deacons, has been shot down by unknown armed men in Mosul after finishing Mass at the Holy Trinity Church. My mother fainted. I broke down in tears, as did everyone else in the room. Father Ragheed Ganni was my uncle.

I don’t remember what happened next but I remember being in Karamlesh, my grandparents’ village, at the funeral of my uncle. My grandmother didn’t eat or drink for three entire days. My mother existed in silence for two weeks.
Father Ragheed was killed by Islamic terrorists because he refused to close down his church. He was killed for refusing to deny his religion and become a Muslim.

Following my uncle’s funeral, we returned to Zakho. My dad sold everything we owned. What he couldn’t sell was given to my cousins. Iraq was no longer a safe place so we needed to move on.

In October, 2007 we boarded a plane destined for Turkey. The sorrow of goodbye was tempered by my excitement – I’d never been on a plane before. I still remember the lights of Turkey as we approached Istanbul. It was something magical.

Our cousins picked us up from the airport, and shortly after our arrival we registered as refugees with the United Nations, nominating guardians. We rented our own little place in Turkey and lived there for a year and a half. Dad got a job as a cleaner and quickly picked up some essential language. I learned it quickly from playing soccer with some Turkish kids.

There was a special school nearby called Don Bosco, set up to teach Assyrian Iraqi refugees how to speak English. We attended for three hours each afternoon.

Turkey was a nice place. We visited some islands while we were there, and some significant places like the Hagia Sophia.

In early 2009 we received news that we were accepted to Australia and, after the necessary health checks, we departed on March 23 with a number of other Iraqi families. We were met at the airport by my auntie, uncle and their two children. My auntie and my mother broke down in tears at that first recognition of one another – they hadn’t been together in ten years. I remember that night as if it was yesterday: the juicy chicken with chunky garlic sauce and the sizzling bacon pizzas in smoky barbecue sauce.

My life has been a crazy ride, so far. But the themes that define it now are no longer about being a refugee. I work twice a week, I train for soccer twice a week, I play once a week and I go out once a week. And I spend too much time on my phone. I need to make time for family and study if I am to carve out a good future and make my parents happy.

They came to this country to secure a better future for me, so it would be shattering for them to see me waste that opportunity.
EXHALATION
Anonymous

She’s screaming and crying, and I don’t know what to do. I try to help my mum but I can’t move. I’m frozen to the spot while my father repeatedly hits her, over and over again.

I can feel the emotion welling up inside me. I lose the rhythm of my breathing, my face gets tight and my vision is blurred. Then tears run down my cheeks like a silent river. I try to block out the profanities I can hear from my father’s voice.

Blood paints itself on the canvas of my mother’s body. “Go to your room,” she mutters, as her eyes catch sight of mine. But she doesn’t know I can’t move, because the floor is holding me hostage.

My father turns in my direction. “Get out of here, boy!” His words hit me with a violent force but I am still pinned to the spot, unable to move. He glares at me again, ordering me to my room, and then laughs at us. “Like mother, like son,” he says with hatred and vitriol. His right hand goes up and on the way down it makes contact with my left cheek. I cry out loud, more with despair than pain. He throws me on my bed and threatens to kill me. Then he leaves.

That was the first time I saw my dad as a villain. Before that, he had been my hero. Now I prayed that God would kill him and that I’d be fine with just a mum.

Eventually, God answered part of my prayer.

I came to Australia as a refugee of my African home. When my mother first told me the news of our impending departure, the phrase ‘a better life’ meant nothing to me. As far as I was concerned, I was already living that better life – away from my father. My mother’s brother aided our passage to Australia, along with his three children.

I didn’t know whether my father had any idea that we were leaving but I didn’t care. I was happy to be widening the distance between us.

I remember first looking at the plane we boarded and thinking it was the biggest thing on earth. That’s the moment I discovered my fear of flying – a fear I had not been aware of until then. As the steward ushered us to our seats I felt anxiety curl in my stomach and hands choked me from within. I was about to say hello to the steward but the words were dragged back into the acid of my gut. I just looked at her and started bawling. She awkwardly smiled at my uncle and asked to see our tickets.

The plane trip was sheer terror for me – all the way. But we made it and now I call Australia home.

We did contact my father, eventually. He has moved on now with a new wife and two kids. I wrote him a letter once.

Dear Dad,

For every last bruise you gave Mum and I; for every time we sat in tears; for the million ways you hurt us, I just want to say thank you. You made us stronger, and you made us seek something better. You made our dreams bigger and our voices louder.
So, thank you, Dad.

I never posted the letter to Dad, and I will probably never send it. But it helps me find a peace with myself and my situation. I can finally exhale and live my life to the fullest.

Ω
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A MAN’S JOURNEY TO HAPPINESS
Nicholas Petreski

“Come on, boys!” Click, clack, click... My teammates slam their football cleats on the floor in exhilaration, awaiting further instruction from the coach. Taking in the atmosphere, I taste a mixture of nerves and excitement, and for a split second I close my eyes and dream. I’m 40 yards out and it’s a golden goal and I strike a shot... But I’m quickly hurled back to reality by the voice of the coach.

“Boys, listen up. We all know why we’re here today! These chances don’t come around very often in life. So let’s make the most of it and bring it home.” As soon as the coach finishes, the team begins to cheer.

It’s the most anticipated and awaited game of the year – the Grand Final. We’re playing our local rivals, Merrylands SFC. They’ve beaten us once, breaking our undefeated streak. It is time for redemption and vindication.

As team captain, I lead the team out of the sheds onto the freshly-cut pitch and notice rain droplets start hitting my head. Standing on the field facing our rival team, I look over my shoulder and see a familiar face in the distance. There he stands, his bright, multi-coloured umbrella looking like a native rainbow lorikeet. He sees my recognition and gives me a big smile.
This is the smile of a man who has faced many struggles to give his family a better life than the one he had.

The smile belongs to my grandfather.

***

Jimmy Petreski was born in Kuratitsca, Macedonia in 1945, the third child in a family of four brothers and three sisters. At the age of 18 he had dreams of going to university in the city and leaving his village in search of a better life.

That was until a hot summer afternoon in 1963 when he returned home to find out his father had died in the woods. Being the eldest male living in the family home at the time, Jimmy had to step up and take on the roles and responsibilities of being the head of the house. His dream of a better life was shattered. He would be stuck in the village forever.

Three years later, Jimmy married Patricia (my grandmother) and in 1970 they had their first child, a son named Michael, my father. It was at that time Jimmy decided that he would do anything to get out of the village and give his son a better life. He made the heartbreaking decision to send his wife and son to live in Australia with his brother’s family. He would eventually join them.

Jimmy worked in a coal factory in France for five years, saving enough to join his family in Sydney, Australia and invest in a three-bedroom home in Marrickville. He described it as his ‘pursuit of happiness’.

***

It is midway through the first half. The score is still locked at 0-0. There are plenty of chances for both teams. We had dominated possession and were trying to break them apart with tactics: long through balls, set pieces of corners, overlapping attack and longshots. But the frustration sets in that we can’t infiltrate their keeper, no matter what we do.

In an attempt to break the dead lock, I take a free kick from 30 yards out. It floats over the keeper and I think This is it. I’m going to put us in the lead.

BANG! The ball hits the crossbar and bounces down. It had clearly passed the line as the keeper rushed to punch it out. We all run at the referee, appealing for the goal, but it is disallowed. I am devastated and sink to my knees.

A whistle vibrates to signal the end of the first half.

I trudge despondently to the locker room and my grandfather approaches me sympathetically. I say to him, “We’ve tried everything. We’re not going to score. Their keeper is a brick wall.”

“Then break through the wall,” he replies. The background noise to his inspiration is a Virgin Atlantic plane flying over the field. It takes me back to the memory of my own trip to his homeland, Macedonia several years before.

***
Macedonia was a place I had only heard about. It was simply beautiful. People rode their bikes freely. Kids played football in the streets. The culture and traditions were alive in the life of the city. The city of Ohrid is famous for its world heritage-listed lake. Breathtakingly beautiful!

We visited historic churches and climbed to Samuel’s Fortress, built in the 4th century BC, from where you can view the whole of Ohrid. I felt I was standing on top of the entire world. It was spectacular!

It was difficult to imagine my grandfather’s need to leave this place. Macedonia is a beautiful, traditional land. Although most people survive on little money, they get along with one another and live life to the full.

The most poignant and arresting moment, however, was the trip to my grandfather’s village. I stood on a piece of deserted land covered with weeds and saw in the distance a few broken walls of a house that once stood firm there. The earth stood still in that moment. It was a material reminder of my grandfather’s life, his humble origins and the hard road he travelled to establish something better.

***

It is late in the second half. The scores are still locked at 0-0. It is now or never, do or die. Suddenly, a flying-through ball passes through Sam and I, and the Merrylands left winger runs around to take it on the bounce. He chips our keeper from outside the 18-yard box and, as it floats, I think This is it. It’s all over. The ball smashes onto the crossbar and, as my heart sinks, I see droplets of rain vibrate off the post.

It is 0-0 at fulltime. There is only one option remaining: extra-time golden goal. As the first half of golden goal begins, it is end-to-end football. No slacking off now. Everyone wants to win. Controversy is unleashed as our right back puts a harsh slide tackle on their centre forward, resulting in a red card!

We are down to ten men!

As the end of first half approaches, we win a corner. Our Dutch right winger takes it and it rebounds out towards me on the left side of the field. It is bouncing and I take my heroic chance. It is either going in the net or out of the park.

As I hit the ball on the volley, it swirls and twirls and fires into the top left corner with the speed of a bullet. For a split second I look around in disbelief as the Merrylands players drop to the ground. I have secured our win.

I see my coach jumping and running onto the field. But this elation pales in comparison with the visage of my grandfather on the sidelines. His deep blue eyes are brimming with joyful tears. His smile stretches from ear to ear. My teammates overwhelm me and the celebrations begin.

After the game, we are awarded our medallions and I receive the cup as the team captain. It is as heavy as two watermelons, but I
still manage the obligatory kiss and raise it proudly upwards for the team. We take turns to lift it to the heavens.

This has been a moment in my own ‘pursuit of happiness’ and I am glad Jimmy is there to share the elation with me.

Ω